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Presentation
Operator
Ladies and gentlemen, welcome to Agthia Group’s Third Quarter Results
conference call. I now hand over to your hose, Ozgur Serin. Sir, please go
ahead.

Ozgur Serin
Good afternoon and thanks for joining us today for Agthia Group’s third
quarter and year-to-date September 2016 results. As usual, the three of us
are present to host today’s session; Iqbal Hamzah, our Chief Executive
Officer; Fatih Yeldan, our Chief Financial Officer; and myself, VP for Investor
Relations and Corporate Communications. Before we begin, as usual let me
remind you that you can find this presentation in the investors section of our
website at www.agthia.com where you can also find condensed,
consolidated interim financial information for the period ended 30
September 2016, and it also includes the Director’s Report. Please also note
that this conference call may contain forward-looking statements, which
should be considered in conjunction with the disclaimer for forward-looking
statements contained in our earnings presentation. Following the prepared
remarks, we will turn the call over to your questions. With my thanks, over
to Hamzah now.

Iqbal Hamzah
Thank you, Ozgur, and good afternoon to everyone. Overall, I am glad to
report another quarter of top and bottom line growth, a little bit slower than
the previous two quarters against a backdrop of a consistent slowdown in
the UAE consumer categories and subsidy programme changes in flour and
animal feed. We can see the impact of the subsidy change on our flour and
animal feed businesses in our third quarter numbers. Fatih will cover this in
more detail when he goes through the financials with you. I would,
however, like to point out the strong performance in the water business,
which continues to be our growth engine, and in dairy which continues to
build scale and improve profitability. In terms of brand health, Al Ain bottled
water maintained its MAT share at 20%, recording the highest ever value
and volume market share at 22% and 25% respectively in the last AC Nielsen
readings.
In flour, our retail market share increased to 31%, mainly on account of
higher Northern Emirates penetration. In juice drinks, with Capri-Sun, we
maintained our share; and in fruit yogurt with Yoplait we continued to
increase our market share and with declining market size in both. As a
matter of fact, the market sizes of all our categories, barring water and

tomato paste, are declining versus a year ago. As you can clearly see on this
slide, let me say that where there's growth, it is much slower than the
growth rates we enjoyed last year. The good news is that our volume
growth in all categories, except flour, is outpacing the underlying growth
rate in the market sizes. In flour, please note that the number pertains to
retail trade only, where we face competition especially after the subsidy
programme chance, and excludes all B2B as well as exports and trading
business. A relentless focus on distribution, new customer acquisitions, and
enhanced industrial visibility, in addition to the introduction of new products
and powerful marketing campaigns, have all contributed to the strong
shipment performance to date.
[Audio] strengthening our leading position in the market, we introduced Al
Ain Zero in September. This breakthrough sodium-free water reflects
Agthia’s commitment to be in constant touch with evolving consumer needs
and remain ahead of the curve. As the only sodium-free water in the UAE, Al
Ain Zero is truly a one of a kind product in the market. The absence of
sodium in its composition is what sets it apart from anything that is currently
available, and responds to very strong consumer consciousness in health and
wellness in the UAE. Initial acceptance by customers and consumers has
been very encouraging, providing an additional confidence boost for our
planned new product introduction in this category. Al Ain Zero was not the
only new product new of the quarter.
Al Ain Fresh, our freshly squeezed juice that we already supply to B2B
customers only, was introduced also in the retail channel. The juice uses
cold pasteurisation technology, which maintains both taste and nutrition
over an extended shelf life. We launched five flavours in B2C channels
(orange, mint lemonade, carrot, mango, and grapefruit). We also focused
our efforts on flour and animal feed to protect our volumes and reinforce
our defences against the competition. Price fighter brands in both
categories were launched in relevant channels in addition to several other
specified new products for bakeries, municipalities, and commercial farms.
The water category, consisting of bottled and five-gallon water under the Al
Ain, Alpin, Al Bayan, and Ice Crystal posted net revenue of AED 488 million,
growing 27% over last year. Despite the market slowdown, the water
business continued its growth momentum thanks to effective tactical
activities and continuous investment in brand building, as well as new
product launches and distribution gains. Shipment and revenue of Alpin, the
natural mineral water produced in our facility in Turkey and distributed in
the UAE, has more than doubled versus the same period last year. In the
meantime, our domestic Alpin business in Turkey continues its accelerated
volume and revenue growth.

The beverage category consisting of Capri-Sun, fruit juices, and Al Ain Fresh
juices posted net revenue of AED 59 million. Despite several brand
revamping initiatives through above and below the line activities, net
revenue dropped 2% compared with the previous year. Capri-Sun is
experiencing a challenging year with a declining juice market and the new
school regulation pressuring an otherwise rising performance over the past
year. Capri-Sun Fruit Crush, which is 100% juice, was launched in schools in
Dubai, Sharjah, and the Northern Emirates in September, and the planned
launch in the retail [inaudible] in the fourth quarter is expected to provide
additional momentum to performance of this business.
The dairy business under the Yoplait brand, mainly in the kids and fruit
yogurt segment, posted AED 24 million net revenue, growing 34% year-onyear. The yogurt market in the UAE continues to contract. The latest
reading indicates a 4% year-on-year decline in the value-added yogurt
segment, where our Yoplait fruit and [inaudible] kids yogurt compete. The
introduction of new flavours and products, activation of digital marketing
campaigns, in addition to strong traditional marketing support, and
revamped distribution of plain yogurt in food service outlets have all
contributed to Yoplait’s growth to date in a growing category.
The total flour business, including wheat trading, posted net revenue of AED
324 million during the nine-month period, an increase of 2% versus a year
ago. Our swift response to changes in the subsidy regime, which included
new product launches, [audio] demonstrated our resilience in a much more
competitive Abu Dhabi market, but also helped us gain further market share
in the Northern Emirates.
Exports continued their strong growth
momentum due to further expansion of the B2B and B2C range in the GCC
countries and in East Africa. Marketing support continued in full force
across the UAE, with the aim of driving B2B customers’ loyalty and building
up brand and product awareness in B2C customers. The animal feed
business, including commodity trading, posted net revenue of AED 520
million, growing 1% versus a year ago. The business has already been
responding to aggressive competitive pressure in the UAE in defence of its
market leadership all through this year, and has been additionally affected
by the subsidy change. As always, we have been quick and effective in our
response, which included eight new product launches, including five price
fighter brands. It is also worth mentioning our new initiative for our first
Agthia store in Al Wahda for feed, enabling direct sales to consumers. Initial
results are very encouraging and we are planning to open several stores in
other locations.
Moving to emerging businesses, which is composed on tomato paste, frozen
vegetables, ambient, and frozen bakery, dates, and other convenience
products, our emerging business posted net revenue of AED 108 million, a
31% increase versus the same period last year. The emerging categories are

growing by 66% in the UAE, including the contribution from dates, which is
not in the base. Our business in Egypt is, however, suffering from the
adverse effect of currency devaluation in addition to a bad crop season. Our
efforts to establish a solid base in both ambient and frozen bakery are
continuing. In frozen bakery, we took our first step into the bakery channel
with the introduction of a range of frozen croissants. We are in the process
of developing new variants for our grocer range, which we plan to introduce
in quarter four this year.
Before I hand over to Fatih for the financial review, I would like to reemphasise that Agthia is not only a flour and feed business. It is a strong
consumer product company. Our aggregate revenues for our consumer
categories reached AED 679 million or 45% of our total group revenues. It is
impressive when we remember that it used to be only a decade ago 17%.
These are categories with high gross margins and faster growth rates, upon
which our 20/20 ambitions are largely built, both organic and inorganic.
I will now hand over to Fatih. I will join you again for the Q&A shortly.

Fatih Yeldan
Good afternoon. Largely due to the impact of the subsidy change in the
animal feed business, our third quarter revenue and profit growth slowed to
3% and 1% respectively. This contrasts with strong double-digit growth
rates previously in the year. I will take you through more details on the
impact of this, but first let me talk about the group’s year-to-date P&L
performance.
Nine months revenues reached AED 1.52 billion. This reflects an 11% growth
versus last year. As mentioned by Hamzah, the engine of the growth has
been water. Higher sales and better gross margins propelled net profits to
AED 200 million, a 12% increase over the same period last year. Higher
gross profit margins, in addition to significantly reduced losses in our
emerging businesses category, have helped in this profit performance.
Gross profit margin recorded 34.3%, which is 301 basis points better than
the same period last year. Higher margins are mainly due to more volumes,
with better product mix, higher efficiencies especially in our water bottling
lines, and lower raw material prices, enhanced by our successful forwardingbuying contracts for the last two years. There is an increase in our SG&A
expenses. This was expected as a result of Al Bayan’s high gross margin,
high overhead business model, which we have been communicating to you
across several platforms. Stripped of Al Bayan, as well as marketing
expenses, SG&A ratio to net revenues stands at 17.1% and represents 147

basis points increase versus a year ago. Net profits margin at 13.2% is
slightly better than last year.
Let’s quickly look at our main growth drivers. The main one is higher
volume; of a total AED 147 million net revenue growth, AED 90 million is
attributable to volume increase versus the same period of last year, driven
by water, yogurt, exports, and trading. New businesses (Al Bayan and Al
Foah) and new products (Monty’s Bakehouse and ambient croissant
businesses) have cumulatively brought AED 78 million.
Aggressive
competition in water and animal feed in particular, in addition to lower
commodity prices and cheaper imports in the market, had put adverse
pressure on our pricing structure in the first half of the year. Combined with
approximately AED 6 billion negative foreign currency exchange impact from
Turkey and Egypt, AED 21 million was lost in pricing.
As you know, in the course of the third quarter, both flour and animal feed
businesses were subject to a change in the subsidy regime that has been in
place since 2007 in Abu Dhabi. This has an impact on our business and on
this slide we can see how it affected our revenues. Although consumer
business growth almost halved in the third quarter when compared to that
of the first half, mainly because of the further slowdown in market size
growth as well as the impact of summer months and Ramadan, at 16% it is
still a marked increase over last year. On the other hand, our combined
flour and animal feed businesses registered growth in the third quarter,
mainly due to the impact of subsidy change, especially in animal feed, as we
can clearly see on the chart at the right hand side of the slide.
Our initiatives to protect volume, ranging from the introduction of more
competitive product lines, expanding distribution in especially… in the
Northern Emirates and export markets, as Hamzah described, presented a
larger adverse impact on our volume and profits.
Our balance sheet maintained its health and strength, remained a cash
positive entity, and continued to generate positive operating cash. Total
assets reached AED 2.66 billion, total equity stands at AED 1.65 billion. In
the period, the company generated AED 137 million cash from operating
activities. Total cash and cash equivalents and fixed deposits amounted to
AED 504 million with sufficient credit lines regularly available at competitive
rates in order to cover any short-term additional funding necessities.
I will not go through the financial results one by one. It is clear that we
continue to maintain our operating efficiency and have strong financial
positions.
Despite adverse economic circumstances affecting businesses, as well as
consumers all around the region, we remain positive in meeting our

guideline top and bottom line targets for 2016. This is thanks to strong
products, marketing, and trade initiatives in all our categories, and especially
in water, in addition to a continuous focus on distribution, customer
acquisition, and expansion in the Northern Emirates and export markets.
Our efforts to land an acquisition in the water category in the GCC continue
with the aim of securing a deal before the end of the year.
This concludes our prepared remarks for today’s call. I am now handing over
toe the operator for the Q&A session. Thank you.

Question and Answer Session
Operator
[Operator instructions]
Our first question is from Alok Nawani from Ghobash Trading and Co. Please
go ahead.

Alok Nawani
Just two questions from my side. I just wanted to understand what has been
the year-on-year percentage loss of volumes for your retail channel for flour,
your trading and catering channel for flour, and also your Abu Dhabi
distributor municipality channel for feed, and finally how much of the
increase that you have seen in your SG&A for the third quarter relates to
added marketing costs that you may have incurred for plugging in the
volume loss for these two segments? Thank you.

Iqbal Hamzah
Your first question is what has been the overall volume loss in flour because
of the rationalisation of subsidy as well as in feed. In the flour business, the
impact is only one month, because the subsidy was withdrawn from
September, so the impact is just one month. The overall impact in quarter
three is not that big. Moving to feed, the subsidy removal happened in July,
so almost a full quarter impact, and our volume drop is 15% year-on-year,
and there are plans in place to recover this volume over a period of time,
and those plans have been executed and we are getting the result, which
includes basically what we've mentioned earlier, the launch of price fighter
brands in record time – in a couple of weeks’ time we launched – expansion
into Northern Emirates, setting up our own channel for feed, and exploring
the export market. All these actions are underway and we believe that we
would be able to recover partially the volume which we have lost in feed. In

flour, we do expect to lose volume mainly from the retail side, because as
you know, the subsidy continues mainly on the B2B side, which is bakeries.
The subsidy was removed from retail, from trading, from distributor
channels, and those are around 10% of our volume. This is 10% of the
volume, the biggest volume which comes from the B2B channel. That's why
we don’t expect a big impact when it comes to flour volume, but in feed,
yes, already we have seen the impact of 15%.

Alok Nawani
How about your increase in SG&A year-on-year, how much of that is coming
from added marketing expenses for these two segments?

Iqbal Hamzah
How much is coming from the marketing expenses in quarter three?

Fatih Yeldan
Actually, the marketing expense in the agri business, it is we can say
negligible; it’s very, very low. It’s around less than 1% in overall in the agri
business to the net sales, so there is no actual dramatic change at all in this
quarter yet, as [inaudible], so you will not have a major impact on bottom
line coming from the change in the marketing expenses of agri business,
because it’s already very, very small anyway.

Alok Nawani
Finally, one last question, on your agri and on your flour and feed segments
together, the gross margin that we have seen in this quarter, would that be
a good reflection of the kind of gross margins we can expect going forward
or do you think it could get a sharper downward revision, given that flour
effectively, as you’ve said, had only one month of subsidy removal in the
quarter? Thank you.

Iqbal Hamzah
Yes, you should expect to see a drop in the gross margin, because as we
mentioned, the impact of flour is only one month there within quarter three,
and Fatih will add.

Fatih Yeldan
Before the change, if you looked at the first half, agri business was having
around 30.7% gross margin and with the change now this quarter, we are

seeing around 26%, which is what we were actually expecting. As Hamzah
mentioned, flour had only a one-month impact, so with the full impact we
will be around 25% margin for the agri business, so that will be the full
impact, 25% versus 30% what we had before.

Alok Nawani
Understood, thank you.

Operator
Our next question is from Eyad Faraj from Goldman Sachs. Please go ahead.

Eyad Faraj
I've got a few questions I was hoping you could answer. The first is on Al
Bayan. Given the fact that the EBITDA margins in that segment are a little
bit lower, is there any room for synergies where you could see overall group
margins recovering within your water segment? The second question I have
is thank you very much for the detail on what's happening with the flour and
feed, I was wondering if you could give us a little bit of colour going forward
on what the competition that’s come from the Northern Emirates into the
UAE in terms of the flour and animal feed segments, and how the take-up of
some of your products that you’ve introduced is being received. My final
question and then I’ll stop there is on… if you can give us any colour on your
acquisitions. I know you’ve announced one before year-end, but if there's
been any change or any traction or any colour you can give us on that
strategy would be incredibly helpful. Thank you.

Iqbal Hamzah
You had the question on the Al Bayan profitability, water, overall the net
profit margin and the EBITDA margin compared to other businesses is much
higher, and whatever synergies we have at the time of acquisition, we
identify it, actively we are over-delivering on those synergies, so in terms of
profitability we are ahead of our projections for Al Bayan. Overall
profitability moving forward is expected to improve with this year might be
an exceptional year in terms of dropping the profitability because of the
feed and flour subsidy thing, but since the consumer businesses are growing
much faster compared to the flour and feed, and the consumer has a better
profitability, overall profitability we would be able to maintain despite the
impact which we got from flour and feed.

Your second question, how the competition is reacting, is yes, the
competition has already entered Abu Dhabi market, where earlier they were
not able to really compete, but we are also very aggressive. We are also
very aggressive in the trade, in terms of consumer promotion, in terms of
visibility, in terms of category leadership, category branding, promotions,
above the line/below the line initiatives. So far, we have not seen any major
impact on our volume. So far, we are protecting our volume with all these
activities. In flour as well we launched… very quickly we launched a price
fighter brand to compete with this low priced brand from Northern
Emirates. It’s already in the market and it’s moving nicely, the low price
brand.
Moving to the NPD, I already covered; I guess, the NPD you were referring to
the flour and animal feed, I guess. Right, so both new products in animal
feed and flour, they are performing as we expected, so the response is good.
Moving to your last question on acquisitions, we still believe that we would
be able to land one acquisition before year-end.

Eyad Faraj
Can you give us an indication whether that’s going to be in the consumer
food segment or is that in water?

Iqbal Hamzah
It will be in the water and beverage. It would be outside UAE but within
GCC.

Eyad Faraj
Are you looking for a greenfield or is it a JV or…?

Iqbal Hamzah
No, it’s an acquisition. It’s an acquisition of a running business, like we did Al
Bayan.

Eyad Faraj
I'm sorry; can I ask one last question? Could you give me any colour on
where the water market in the UAE is growing at, because I think we started
the year growing in double digits and now we’ve slowed down a little bit.
Any colour on that?

Iqbal Hamzah
I can tell you. The water business last year on average, the UAE water
category grew by 10%. This year, according to the latest reading of the AC
Nielsen, that categories have slowed down to 4%, so down from 10% to 4%,
but the good news is that our volume in the water business, including Al
Bayan, grew by 27%, but if you exclude Al Bayan, because Al Bayan was not
in the comparative numbers, it grew by 15%. You can see the 15% growth in
our bottled water versus the category growth of 4%, and that is reflected
also in share gains.

Eyad Faraj
That’s very helpful, thank you.

Operator
Our next question is from Sandeep Srinivas from FM Partners. Please go
ahead.

Sandeep Srinivas
I have a host questions and I'd prefer to take one question at a time. The
first one is regarding the subsidy obviously. I want to understand the split
between volumes in terms of retail decrease in municipality. Can you just
give me more colour on that?

Iqbal Hamzah
It is linked to the volume, so let me first cover the flour. In the flour
business, 10% comes from our retail and 90% is B2B and exports. When it
comes to feed, the feed business is around 40% comes from the municipality
and the rest from distributors and commercial farms. That is the split.

Sandeep Srinivas
All right, so if I understand right, in the last quarter, the subsidies were
removed for 10% of your business, which is retail and catering, right?

Iqbal Hamzah
If you include catering, it will be about 15%.

Fatih Yeldan

In the flour business, subsidy only remains in Government channel, which is
the municipalities and Sheikh Khalil Foundation and also the bakeries, so this
total of these two, you can talk about 50% of our business, so 50% of our
flour business continues to be subsidised. The other 50%, which was retail,
catering, distributors, the subsidy removed as of 1 September.

Sandeep Srinivas
How much of a price increase you got it for the retail channel?

Iqbal Hamzah
The price increase was around 30%. On flour it is up to 50%, on feed was
around on average between 20%.

Fatih Yeldan
15, 20 on average like different SKUs, different, but on flour in retail it was
up to 50% increase, but there is obviously lots of competitive activities going
on there, so there are lots of promotions, lots of activities. Net pricing, it is
difficult to keep at that level.

Sandeep Srinivas
You mentioned 50?

Fatih Yeldan
Yes, 5-0.

Sandeep Srinivas
Speaking of this in context, I just wanted to see how your fourth quarter
margin would look, because with loss in volumes, I think part of this will be
supported by increasing prices, so should I… as you had a 300 bips loss in
your agri business gross profit margin that we saw in third quarter.

Iqbal Hamzah
We mentioned this earlier. The first six months margin was 30%. We are
expecting to close around 25% by yearend.

Fatih Yeldan

Last quarter, agri business was 29, now as you said, you see 26% and from
now on, you know, actually you will see about 25%, because most of the
impact was already in quarter three only some part of the impact will come
still from flour because flour was only one month in the quarter three with
the impact, so we will see about 25%, which was in line with our estimate,
actually, when we met in the investors conferences. That was the number
also what we were mentioning, expecting. We will see about 25% for agri
business.

Sandeep Srinivas
Fair enough. Your water segment, what was the contribution from Al Ain
ZERO in terms of volume and in terms of revenue?

Iqbal Hamzah
Al Ain ZERO the initial response is quite encouraging, but within the quarter
there is only one month, so the real impact we will be able to share with you
in quarter four how it goes. It was launched in September.

Sandeep Srinivas
In terms of margins, it will be margin accretive, I guess.

Iqbal Hamzah
We launched it at a premium to the mainstream brand, but we did a
discounting there for trial purposes, so when we remove – next month we
will remove this promotion, it will be around 10% higher than normal water
with a higher GP margin. Basically, Al Ain ZERO delivers higher margin.

Sandeep Srinivas
Are you at liberty to divulge what margins you make on this product?

Iqbal Hamzah
On the water overall we make a margin of around 45%, GP margin on the
bottle water… if you take only ZERO, I don’t have the number but my guess
will be around 48-50%.

Sandeep Srinivas
What is your long-term target for Al Ain ZERO in terms of revenue mix?

Iqbal Hamzah
In terms of revenue mix, we want to get at least 25-30% by next year of the
total bottled water, 25-30%, that is the target, but we do have plans as well
to introduce new products within the water category. One will be coming to
the market as early as quarter one.

Iqbal Hamzah
At a very similar price point.

Iqbal Hamzah
Higher price point, higher than ZERO.

Sandeep Srinivas
Just looking at your financials, I see that there has been an increase in your
inventory days, can you just take me through what were the drivers there.

Fatih Yeldan
Inventory increase, it comes from agri business, actually, from grains. The
grains, we had some items on the ocean, basically, there were some issues
in the Latin American ports. There were some issues in the ports with the
strikes. Basically, it delayed some of the shipment and it ended up with
higher inventory and during this period we locally sourced. Basically, it
comes from the goods in transit, and by the yearend, you will see that the
inventories will be normalised to the previous levels. This is just a
temporary thing because of the strike in Argentina and Brazil.

Sandeep Srinivas
How many months of inventory cover you have in terms of your
commodities?

Fatih Yeldan
We have from now about six to seven months. You can say June, now, it is
almost eight months even if you count this month as well.

Iqbal Hamzah
We are covered mid next year.

Sandeep Srinivas
The second one is in terms of your Government receivables, there has been
an increase, I just wanted to know if there is any slowdown in payment by
the Government or is it general business.

Fatih Yeldan
No, actually, what happened is before the claim – our claim it was going
directly to the Department of Finance and with the subsidy change, they
make a change there in the process, it goes first to Farmers’ Services Centre,
and they are reviewing first and then they are sending their approval to the
Department of Finance, since they didn’t have so much experience how to
go through the reviews and everything, it took a bit of time, so actually that
is why you see the quarter two claim still in receivable. Now, this week or
next week are waiting for the payment, it has been already approved, so it
will be just released.

Sandeep Srinivas
Going forward at least for the next two years where you have subsidies, do
you expect the receivable days to be as high as the third quarter, only for the
Government receivables I am speaking about.

Fatih Yeldan
Government receivables, yes, it can maybe take more time because there is
now more review. Before it was only Department of Finance, now there is
one more review process and they are also learning, because it is just for
them first claims. I don’t think it will be more than this kind of delay.
Basically, with their learning curve it will get better, so maybe a couple of
months delay, but that is it. It is not like it will be a major delay, we don’t
expect.

Sandeep Srinivas
Finally on SG&A, this time around it was around 16, 17% of your revenue. Is
this a normalised level or do you think one your new launches are done you
will go back to your previous level of 13, 14%.

Fatih Yeldan
Actually, we are aiming to keep at this level at around 17% level. That is
what we are targeting.

Sandeep Srinivas
I am sorry, I just have one question. I am just curious how the Government
is managing to ward off black-marketing out there, because you have
different channels with different pricing for the same product. How is this
managed there?

Fatih Yeldan
There are a couple of controls. First, we have controls. We are controlling
the channels, non-subsidised and subsidised channels. We have several
control mechanisms both for flour and feed sales and now after the recent
change, anyway, the feed subsidy is only applicable to commercial farms and
there is a list of farms which is given by the Farmers’ Services Centre, we are
only able to sell to those farms with the subsidy, so there is already a control
there. You cannot sell to anyone else and claim subsidy. When it comes to
flour, it is basically government channel and their locals are buying with their
card. It is controlled and bakeries, we have a control mechanism, they have
quotas every month, they cannot buy more than that and also when we sell
to bakeries, we are collecting the bags and based on the number of bags
they give us back, we are shipping them new bags. There is actually good
control there to limit the black market. Obviously, there will be always
something going on, but we are doing all efforts together with the
authorities to minimise it. After the subsidy change, recent change, I think
naturally it will be minimised.

Operator
We will be taking the next question from Andrew Citi Research. Thank you.

Andrew Howell
Hello gentlemen, just a couple of quick things from me, I will be much
briefer than my predecessor and I just wanted to ask firstly about these
market share gains in water that you saw, you mentioned growing much
faster than the overall category this year in water. I am just wondering if
you could talk a little bit more about, firstly, how you have been managing
to take so much market share. Is this from existing larger players or is this
more mopping up smaller guys and looking into next year, how much more
do you think you can gain in market share, essentially. Is that a process
which you see continuing?

Iqbal Hamzah

Our strategy for water is very clear. We want to be a regional player with
our Al Ain flagship brand. UAE is our own market, own field. The way we
are gaining share is mainly because of our improving our distribution,
improving our visibility, merchandising, availability, especially when it comes
to Northern Emirates. We are very strong; our market share in Abu Dhabi is
very strong. It is around 34%, but the UAE average is 25%. The way we are
doing it is backed up by both ATL and BTL activities, and mostly these days
because there is a pricing war going on, so our focus today is more in store
activities supported with some outdoor campaign. Basically, the way we are
trying to capture the share is because, like I mentioned, because of the
merchandising and availability and supporting the brand.
From where we are getting this share, we are getting this share, we are
taking this share from the next competitor, not from the smaller ones,
because we don’t compete in these value brands, with value brands. We are
taking share from the, I would say, first top two, three players in the market.
Having said that, because the value brand is also segment of the total water
category, and we have already launched this month, November we launched
– towards the end of October we launched our value brand and that value
brand will fight with low price brands. The brand we are using is Al Bayan.
Remember, Al Bayan, we have acquired this business last year, a five gallon
business, but now we have launched Al Bayan brand in PET (small format) to
take share from the low price brands, so it is a dual brand strategy we have
introduced here in the small format.

Andrew Howell
Thank you for that. Then maybe a related question just looking into 2017, I
know you didn’t have any 2017 guidelines in your results presentation
today, but previously you have talked about the kind of 6-7% revenue
growth, 7-8% net income and underlying that seemed to be quite a bullish
forecast for consumer business. I think I saw something like 30-40% type of
net income growth out of consumer, so more than offsetting what you're
seeing in aggregate. I don’t know if you want to comment on whether or
not you still are looking for something like this and maybe what would be
underlying your assumption about that type of growth coming out of
consumer.

Iqbal Hamzah
That is part of the strategy to grow consumer business much faster than the
agri business. Of course, the profitability is much higher when it comes to
the consumer business. What we expect next year to grow the consumer
business more or less – the plan is to grow at the similar level, and with a

profit improvement, but as you know on the agri side, on the flour and feed,
there is tough competition, but we will make up whatever we lose the
margin in flour and feed, that will be made up with the faster consumer
brands growth.

Operator
Our net question is from Divye Arora from ADS Securities. Please go ahead.

Divye Arora
I have got a few questions. The first is linked to the… I am going to go back
to the subsidies again. In the last meeting, you were talking about that in
the flour retail segment, the volume loss could go up to 50%, and as of now,
because it is only a one-month impact, so you have not seen much. Do you
still maintain this guidance of 50% loss in volume for the retail channel?

Iqbal Hamzah
The retail channel for us is small compared to the overall business, which is
around 10%, but yes we still expect to lose the 50%. Having said that, there
is a plan to gradually recover the volume from [inaudible] in the Northern
Emirates and export.

Divye Arora
In the traders and catering segment, so which is 75% of the segment itself,
you have launched some value brands, value brands so that you can
compete in the market right now, but how about the previous products?
Have you increased the prices of the previous products which you were
selling before?

Iqbal Hamzah
Yes, we have increased the prices of previous products. On the retail or on
average we have increased the prices by 50%.

Divye Arora
I am talking about traders and catering, for them have you increased the
prices also?

Iqbal Hamzah

Yes, for them we have increased the prices as well, but the percentage
increase is lower than trade.

Fatih Yeldan
For regular products, we increased about 15-20% our regular flour products
and in retail, as Hamzah mentioned, it is up to 50%, but the one that you are
asking is about 15-20%, but also we launched different SKUs, different
products to serve those channels because they are looking for, obviously,
low price products, so that is why we launched low cost products to
compete there and not to have a loss in the volume, that is why we secured,
actually, the volume, we didn’t lose any volume, only in retail there is a loss,
but retail is very small for us as a business.

Divye Arora
Going back to the feed business , so you were guiding for a 3-% volume loss
in that business, but you just said that you only lost 15%, so do you expect
the same number, 30% going forward, or do you think your guidance was
conservative last time?

Iqbal Hamzah
I would say it was conservative. We were expecting that level of loss, 30%.
We expect in the range of around 20% volume loss.

Divye Arora
Do you see any risk of further subsidies being taken out, especially on the
commercial farm side in the feed business and on the municipality and SKF
outlets in the flour business?

Iqbal Hamzah
On the flour business, municipality and Sheikh Khalil Foundation we have no
news and I don’t think there will be a removal of subsidy in the near future,
because these two entities or authorities, they sell to the local families, only
to local families against the quotas. We believe that these two channels will
continue with subsidies, but as you are aware that next year it comes to the
bakeries, the subsidy will be reduced by 50% and in 2018 it will disappear.

Divye Arora
Okay and how about the feed subsidy to commercial farms?

Iqbal Hamzah
Commercial farm, again, we have not been informed. We are very clear – on
flour, it is very clear what is going to happen. Feed, when it comes to
commercial farm, we have not been told anything. It will just continue to
commercial farms.

Divye Arora
Do you think that with the subsidies being rolled back in the midterm you
will see an impact, especially on the feed side you will see an impact on your
input cost for the food division.

Iqbal Hamzah
For the food division, input costs is only on the bakery side when it comes
flour. The only thing we use is the flour, the flour in our bakery and the bran
which is a by-product of flour in our feed business, so it won't be a major
impact.

Operator
[Operator instructions]
Our next question is from Metehan Mete from Waha Capital. Please go
ahead.

Metehan Mete
I have two questions; actually, your 2016 outlook for the net income growth
has been reduced to 8-9% from like 10-11% previously in the first half of
2016. I just wonder if there is also… what is the reason for the guidance
decrees and also do you also have a similar guidance decrease for 2017. I
remember your guidance was 7-8% net income increase for 2017.

Fatih Yeldan
Metehan mer haba. First of all, you are right, obviously there was some
decline, but we actually when we announced the first half results and when
we announced a change in the subsidy regime, immediately we mentioned
about, we sent a letter to [inaudible] and mentioned that there will be
impact on our profitability for 2016, we also mention a number there, then
in the following meetings that we had with the analysts and investors, also
shareholders, we mention there that there will be a change in the outlook
and we gave a new outlook for the sales and profitability, so sales was 7-8

and profit was 8-9 for 2016 and for 2017, we had 6-7 and 7-8 sales and profit
respectively. Basically, all the impact comes from the subsidy change,
because we are always talking about subsidy, but we didn’t know when this
will happen, how it will be implemented and which channels. When we
learn that and when we understood the impact, accordingly we informed
the investor community about the change and we immediately changed our
outlook and we only provided, so the reason is subsidy change.

Operator
[Operator instructions]
We have a question from Vijay Sridharan from Gulf Baader Capital. Please
go ahead.

Vijay Sridharan
[Audio]… Al Bayan brand name, so what would be the capacity for [off
microphone]…
You said that you are planning to introduce new bottle in Al Bayan brand, so
what would be the capacity you are planning to put in.

Fatih Yeldan
Al Bayan we acquired a five-gallon business and as Hamzah mentioned, since
there was opportunity for us to compete in the value brand segment of the
PET business, small format business. By using our current capacity in Al Ain,
we are having this product. Basically, it is from existing capacity, not like a
new line.

Vijay Sridharan
On this Al Ain ZERO, what would be the capacity for this Al Ain ZERO, the
brand for the year?

Fatih Yeldan
Again, Al Ain ZERO, it is basically produced in the same lines, in the same
facility, it is not a new line or something, so basically there is no separate
investment or separate capacity, only separate tank, but it is the same
capacity.

Vijay Sridharan

Finally on your GP margins, what would be the overall margin for the year
that you are expecting?

Fatih Yeldan
Actually, now in, say, the nine months, we are now about versus the
previous half, we are 100 basis points we lost basically because of the agri
business subsidy change and we are actually targeting to finish the year
close to what we have as of year-to-date September. It will be slightly less
but not a big difference.

Vijay Sridharan
Would you like to carry similar guidance for 2017 or you expect some kind of
fall in your margins?

Fatih Yeldan
Same, actually we already gave some outlook in our website, I think it is
there, also in the conferences, so we are keeping the same guideline 6-7%
on the net sales and 7-8% on the profit and basically agri business growth
will be flat while consumer business still growing double digits.

Iqbal Hamzah
The one thing we should remember that Agthia is not only in flour and feed.
It has another leg which is the consumer business, which is growing much
faster and delivering higher margin compared to the flour and feed. In
addition to that, because of the economic situation/slowdown, the
management has proactively taken many actions like cost optimisations,
initiatives to reduce the cost of doing business, improving efficiencies,
cutting on the inefficiencies. There is a lot of initiatives are in progress, so
that is how we would be able to, despite the margin impact on the flour and
feed, it will be recovered from the consumer business and we expect to
deliver similar margin in 2017.

Vijay Sridharan
Finally, one question on this Capri Sun, I think you have introduced the new
product Fruit Crush, so what kind of revenue are you expecting from this
segment.

Iqbal Hamzah

Fruit Crush is 100% juice and it is at a premium. We have not launched fully
in the retail side, and it is too early to say how it is going to perform, because
it is a premium product. We would be able to tell you something probably
the middle of next year.

Operator
Our next question is from Metehan Mete from Waha Capital. Please go
ahead.

Metehan Mete
Hi again, I just had some follow-up questions. First of all, what is your
guidance on the expected profitability on the food division, like when do you
expect to be breakeven and right now, are the losses in the food division,
are they cash losses or just like the accounting losses. The second question I
had was that what are the criteria that you look for in the next water or juice
acquisition that you are planning. Is it like on IRR levels or on just the P/E
levels? Do you have any target which you would make an acquisition
decision? Thanks.

Iqbal Hamzah
First on the food division, when you compare from last year, there is a
significant improvement when it comes to the profitability of these
businesses, the losses are dropping, are being addressed. The main issue
which we have today is our tomato paste – let's go by business by business.
Tomato paste, we have managed to turn it around to breakeven now. On
the frozen vegetables, we are making a good profit with a margin of around
27, 28% GP margin. Dates, we are making a good margin. The issue which
we have is basically the bakery business, and if you look at the sales in the
bakery business, last year was zero, nothing, zero sales, and this year we are
around 6 million so far. It is picking up, but there is a lot to be done in this
business.
Then the second question you asked; is it accounting losses or real losses,
these are mostly accounting losses and why I say accounting losses, because
the depreciation is very high. We have very high depreciation because it is a
new plant, new building, so the depreciation cost is quite high. I would say it
is mainly accounting losses not cash… it is there cash flow loss, but not at
that level.
The last question you ask on how we look at the acquisitions, the first thing
we look at is the P/E, it has to be lower than what Agthia’s P/E is, the first

thing is that. We look at the market multiple, we look at IRR also. It is not
one criteria we follow. We follow various mechanics and then we decide on
the target, but basically what we look at which are basically two, which is
P/E has to be lower than Agthia’s P/E and then number two is the multiple.

Operator
We have no further questions.
conclusion.

Dear speakers back to you for the

Ozgur Serin
Ladies and gentlemen, thank you for participating to our call today. This
concludes today’s session. If you have any further questions, most of you
know how to reach us, either me or Fatih, please do not hesitate. With this,
thank you all once again and have a good rest of the day.

Operator
This concludes today’s conference call. Thank you all for your participation,
you may now disconnect.

